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Abstract

Equilibrium moisture content (EMC)
relationships are required to achieve target
moisture contents (MC) during the grain
conditioning process. ASAE Standard D245.5
provides EMC models for popcorn grains along
with the parameter values for the desorption
process. However, the accuracy of these values
have been found to be inadequate to tightly control
fans and heaters during automatic grain
conditioning, which can result in huge losses
especially in high value crops such as popcorn.
In this research project, the EMC relationships
were developed for three different popcorn
varieties by running grain samples through a set
of desorption and adsorption experiments. The
experiments were run with a temperature range
from -5 °C to 35 °C and MC range from 10 %
to 18 %. The EMC relationships were found to
be different for each popcorn variety and were
also different from the relationships based on the
parameter values from the ASAE Standard. The
adsorption and desorption EMC relationships
were significantly different from each other for all
three grain varieties, which is important since the

grain is exposed to a number of desorption and
adsorption cycles during the conditioning process.
Three isotherm equations (Modified Henderson,
Modified Chung-Pfost, and Modified Oswin)
from the ASAE Standard were compared based
on their ability to fit the experimental data for one
popcorn variety. The Modified Oswin equation
was found to be the most appropriate model for
both the adsorption and desorption processes.
The EMC relationships developed in this study
were incorporated into OPIsystems’ PC-based
automatic monitoring and control program,
OPIGIMAC, to accurately achieve target MC
during natural air/low temperature in-bin grain
conditioning.
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Introduction

Each type of grain reaches a fixed moisture
content (MC) value under specific temperature
and relative humidity (RH) values of interstitial air.
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This moisture content is referred to as the
equilibrium moisture content (EMC). The EMC
is an important physiochemical property of grains
and represents the limiting MC to which grain can
be conditioned under particular psychometric
conditions of the air. The RH of air, when it is in
thermodynamic equilibrium with grain at given MC
and temperature, is known as equilibrium relative
humidity (ERH). The data or equations relating
EMC, ERH and temperature are of critical
importance for optimization of grain conditioning
and storage operations.

Several theoretical and empirical models have
been developed to describe the relationships
between the EMC, ERH and temperature of
grains. Empirical models are used more frequently
to determine moisture relationships of grains.
ASAE Standard D245.5 (ASAE Standards,
2001) provides five empirical models (isotherm
equations) for plant-based agricultural products.
Several experimental studies have been done on
different agricultural products to find the best
representative isotherm equation for any given
product. The Modified Oswin equation was found
to be the best fit for popcorn by Chen and Morey
(1989a). Sun (1998) concluded that the Modified
Chung-Pfost and the Modified Oswin equations
have a better ability to describe the EMC isotherm
for shelled corn. The Modified Chung-Pfost
equation was described as the best model for
shelled corn by Bartosik and Maier (2005).

The ASAE Standard provides the equation
constants, which are useful for estimating the
EMC of different grains. However, these universal
parameter values for various grain types are not
accurate enough to achieve the target grain MC
during the in-bin drying and conditioning process.
There can be significant differences between the
EMC relationships for different grain varieties of
the same grain type due to many factors such as
composition and characteristics of materials
(Chen, 2000). Thus, in-bin drying and
conditioning, based on the EMC models, require
more accurate EMC relationships for a specific
grain variety. The adsorption and desorption EMC
relationships also differ from each other for a

specific grain variety. The desorption EMC
relationship can not accurately predict the EMC
of the over-dried grain during the adsorption
(rewetting) process.

Popcorn is a high-value specialty grain and has
a universal acceptance as a snack food.
According to the U.S. Census of Agriculture data,
the domestic production of popcorn totaled over
996 million shelled pounds in 1997. Natural air/
low temperature drying is the main drying method
used by popcorn producers and processors
because it helps in maintaining quality by limiting
stress cracks and breakage susceptibility. The
important quality factors for the popcorn, such
as popping volume, are directly related to the
moisture content. The optimum MC can be
achieved using automatic fan/burner controllers,
which can selectively pick the correct weather
conditions during the grain conditioning process.
However, the automatic systems are not
commonly used. The manually controlled natural
air/low temperature drying systems could result
in the grain, which is either over-dried or wetter
than the desired MC.

OPIGIMAC, from OPIsystems Inc., is a highly
advanced PC-based automatic control program
for grain conditioning and storage applications.
OPIGIMAC only allows the desirable air quality
for aeration, so that the grain can be conditioned
to the target MC accurately and efficiently during
the natural air/low temperature in-bin grain
conditioning. This project was aimed at developing
accurate variety-specific EMC relationships
(adsorption and desorption) for three popcorn
grain varieties and their incorporation into the
OPIGIMAC program. Automatic in-bin grain
conditioning requires feedback for the MC of
different grain layers to make the process
adaptive and more efficient. The Purdue
University Post-Harvest Aeration and Storage
Simulation Tool – Finite Difference Model
(PHAST-FDM) will be incorporated into the
OPIGIMAC program to predict the MC of
different grain layers during the grain conditioning
process, so that the set-points can be adjusted
accordingly.
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Materials and methods

Sample preparation

Samples of three popcorn grain varieties from
the 2005 harvest were received from various
popcorn handling and storage facilities. The initial
MC of the grain samples was approximately 16
%, which represents the typical MC of harvested
popcorn grain. The samples were stored in sealed
plastic bags and kept at low temperature (below
0°C) due to higher MC levels. Approximately 10
kg of each sample was thawed, cleaned and
conditioned to different MC levels. The popcorn
samples were relatively clean with little foreign
material and few broken kernels. The standard
round-hole sieves were used to eliminate most of
the fine material and foreign matter. The damaged
and broken kernels were eliminated by visual
inspection.

Four sub-samples of 1 kg each were taken
out from the initial wet popcorn sample. Three
popcorn sub-samples were spread on a table as
a thin layer in the laboratory and exposed to
ambient conditions to dry the popcorn from the
initial MC (16 %) to approximately 14, 12 and
10 % MC. The fourth 1 kg sub-sample was used
to represent the initial MC of 16 %. A moisture
analyzer (GAC 2100 AGRI, Dickey-John,
Auburn, IL) was used to monitor the MC of the
grain samples during sample preparation. The
samples with the desired final MC were
transferred into sealed plastic bags and were
stored in the freezer for more than 14 days to
equilibrate the MC among the individual grain
kernels. The remaining grain sample (6 kg) was
dried to below 10 % MC and then divided into 6
sub-samples of 1 kg each to prepare the samples
for the adsorption set of experiments. The amount
of water required to increase the MC of each one
of the over-dried sub-samples to the desired final
MC of 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 % was
calculated. The calculated amount of distilled
water was added to the grain in the sealed plastic
bags. The plastic bags were kept in the lab for 3-
4 days and the samples were tumbled in the
plastic bags several times each day so that the

grain could adsorb the moisture completely and
uniformly. The re-moisturized grain samples were
stored in the freezer for at least four weeks before
EMC experiments to allow for moisture
equilibration within grain kernels. There were four
samples (10, 12, 14, and 16 %) for the desorption
set of experiments and six samples (10, 12, 14,
16, 18, and 20 %) for the adsorption set of
experiments for each popcorn grain variety.

EMC experiment procedure

Bartosik and Maier (2005) adapted the
procedure described by Chen and Morey
(1989b) to develop the EMC relationships of corn
samples, which was also followed in this research
project. Approximately 150 grams of grain were
placed in a plastic container sealed with a rubber
cap. HMT 330 sensors (Vaisala Inc., Woburn,
MA) were used to measure the temperature and
RH of the interstitial air. This high accuracy sensor
(+/-0.1 °C for temperature and +/-1.0 % for RH)
was inserted through the rubber cap into the grain.
The measured MC values of the grain samples
were the same before and after the experiment,
which confirmed that the containers were well-
sealed and there was no loss or gain of moisture.
Three replicates were carried out for each MC
and sorption (adsorption and desorption) sample.
The three sensors were connected to a computer,
which recorded interstitial air conditions every
minute. The sealed containers with the inserted
sensors were placed in an environmental
chamber, which maintained a uniform temperature
as per the specified profile. The grain temperature
reached equilibrium with the temperature of the
chamber typically within 2 hours. The interstitial
air also started to reach equilibrium with the
temperature and MC of the grain sample. The
measured RH, after the grain reached the thermal
and hygroscopic equilibrium with the confined
interstitial air, was considered the equilibrium
relative humidity (ERH) for that particular grain
temperature and MC combination.

The stabilization time for the grain sample to
reach equilibrium with the interstitial air was
observed to vary with the temperature and MC
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of the grain sample. The stabilization time varied
from less than 2 hours to approximately 3 hours
for different temperature and MC values. Hence,
a stabilization time of three and half hours was
maintained for each temperature set point, which
proved to be sufficient for the entire temperature
range and all MC samples. The temperature of
the environmental chamber was controlled by
programming a step profile for the temperature
sweep. Each experiment was started by placing
the grain samples in the chamber at the laboratory
ambient conditions. Sufficient time (approximately
8 hours) was provided for the temperature to
change to -5 °C to eliminate the possibility of
condensation that could occur inside the sealed
containers. The temperature of the chamber was
held at -5 ºC for three and half hours. Then, the
chamber temperature was increased to 35 ºC in
5 ºC steps. The RH values from the three sensors
(representing the three replications), after the
equilibrium was achieved, was less than the
permissible error of +/-1.0 % (as per the sensor
specifications). The MC of the grain samples was
measured using GAC 2100 AGRI moisture meter
before running the EMC experiments.

EMC isotherm equations

ASAE Standards (ASAE D245.5) provides
isotherm equations and equation constants for the
moisture relationship of agricultural products.
Isotherm equation constants for popcorn are
provided for the following three equations:

Modified Henderson Equation:

Modified Chung-Pfost Equation:

Modified Oswin Equation:

where RH is the relative humidity (decimal);
MC

D
 is the moisture content (%) on dry basis; T

is the temperature (ºC); and A, B, and C are the
equation constants.

The statistical analysis was done on the
experimental data to find the best model for each
specific popcorn variety using the DataFit
software package (DataFit 8.1, Oakdale
Engineering, Oakdale, PA). The fitting of non-
linear regression models included the best-fitting
values for the equation constants and error
parameters such as the standard error of estimate
(S.E.) and the residual sum of squares (RSS). The
best-fitting isotherm equation was predicted
based on values of error parameters (S.E. and
RSS).

where Y and Y’ are the measured and
predicted values, respectively; df is the degree of
freedom

The names of the popcorn varieties and the
specific EMC relationships developed for each
variety in this project are not included in this paper
as the information remains confidential at this point
of time.

Results and discussion

Adsorption vs. desorption

Figure 1 shows the interstitial air RH values during
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the temperature sweep from the same sensor for
adsorption and desorption samples. The ERH
increased with increase in the temperature for a
given MC grain sample. The adsorption and
desorption samples were of the same popcorn
variety and had the same MC levels. As evident
from the figure, the ERH for the desorption sample
is always lower than the adsorption sample at the
same temperature. The difference in the ERH
between two samples was 2.0 % at -4.5 °C and
increased to 2.3 % at 35.1 °C temperature. All
grain samples from the three popcorn varieties
showed similar trends with the ERH of the
adsorption sample always higher than the ERH
of the desorption sample. This difference in the
adsorption and desorption processes is due to
the hysteresis effect. Hence, the EMC of the
popcorn grain under specific psychometric
conditions of the air during the adsorption
(rewetting) process will always be less than the
EMC during the desorption (drying) process.

Hence, use of desorption EMC relationships while
rewetting the grain will result in the grain MC being
lower than the target MC.

The EMC relationships developed for this
specific popcorn variety showed that the EMC
values for the adsorption and desorption
processes differed by approximately 0.7 % points
for a given temperature and RH combination at
the optimum MC (14.0 %) level, which is most
important in terms of conditioning the grain to
target MC levels. The difference between the two
EMC relationships was less than 0.3 % points at
MC levels below 12.0 %, while the difference
increased to above 0.8 % points at MC levels of
approximately 16.0 %.

Many experts and practitioners have often
speculated that adsorption supposedly takes
substantially more time when compared to
desorption. A test was done at OPIsystems’ Grain
Moisture Lab to compare the rate of adsorption
against the rate of desorption for a popcorn grain

Figure 1. Temperature and relative humidity of the interstitial air from the same Vaisala HMT330 sensor
for the adsorption and desorption samples of Popcorn Variety 1. The MC values of both the adsorption
and desorption samples were the same.
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variety. A test cell with perforated walls was filled
with a popcorn sample of approximately 150 kg
and air was blown through the grain inside an
environmental control chamber. The airflow rate
was 0.1 m/s, which represented the typical air
velocity values for the in-bin grain conditioning
systems. The adsorption EMC relationship was
used to rewet the grain and the desorption EMC
relationship was used to dry the grain. The
conditioning time for both the adsorption and
desorption processes was 48 hours. The test
showed that the adsorption and desorption rates
were similar. It was concluded that the use of the
desorption EMC relationship for rewetting in
available automatic fan controllers could result in
the grain MC being lower than the target MC value
and a slower rate of moisture gain in grain
observed in the field during the adsorption
process.

EMC relationships for different popcorn
varieties

The ERH values at different temperature levels
were different for different popcorn varieties of
the same MC and sorption (adsorption or

desorption) samples. Figure 2 shows the
interstitial air RH during the temperature sweep
from the same sensor for three popcorn varieties.
All three samples were adsorption samples having
the same MC. The ERH values for the three
varieties at the different temperature levels were
very different from each other. The ERH values
for Variety 3 lies between Variety 1 and Variety
2. The ERH values were 45 % and 52.1 % for
Variety 1 and Variety 2, respectively, at -4.5 °C.
The ERH values at 35.1 °C were 59.9 % and
66.5 % for Variety 1 and Variety 2, respectively.
The difference between ERH values between
Variety 1 and Variety 3 was comparatively less
(from 2 to 3 % points approximately). This clearly
shows that the EMC relationships of different
popcorn varieties are significantly different from
each other. A universal EMC relationship for the
popcorn grain can not be applied for various
popcorn varieties. The use of any such universal
EMC relationship can result in huge losses for high
value crops due to decreased quality or loss of
weight from over-drying. Hence, in-bin drying
based on EMC models, requires grain variety-
specific EMC relationships in order to accomplish
grain conditioning accurately.

Figure 2. Temperature and relative humidity of the interstitial air from the same Vaisala HMT330 sensor
for three popcorn varieties. All three samples were adsorption samples with the same MC values.
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EMC isotherm equations

The EMC experiments were completed for one
popcorn variety, while the EMC experiments are
still in progress for the other two varieties. The
EMC experimental data (adsorption and
desorption) for Popcorn Variety 1 was fitted to
three isotherm equations (Modified Henderson,
Modified Chung-Pfost, and Modified Oswin) for
which the equation constants are given in ASAE
Standards (ASAE D245.5). The equations were
programmed into the DataFit statistical software
package and the adsorption/desorption
parameters for the grain variety were estimated.
The parameter values were estimated and
standard quantitative methods were used to find
the best EMC model for this specific popcorn
variety. The standard error of estimate (S.E.) and
the residuals sum of squares (RSS) values for three
isotherm equations are given in Table 1. The
Modified Oswin equation was found to be the
best model for the popcorn grain for both
adsorption and desorption processes. The S.E.
values in the ASAE Standard were also least for
the Modified Oswin Equation compared to the
other two equations (Table 2). The S.E. values,

based on the EMC experiments done in this
research project, for popcorn grain Variety 1 were
0.80 and 0.86 for the desorption and adsorption
processes, respectively, which was less than the
S.E. value of 1.09 given in the ASAE Standard.

The EMC relationships (adsorption and
desorption) generated from this study for Variety
1 were different from the EMC relationship
provided in the ASAE Standard. For some
temperature and RH combinations, the EMC
values predicted by the EMC relationship from
the ASAE Standard differed from the EMC value
based on the EMC relationship developed for
Variety 1 by more than 1 % point. This significant
difference in the EMC values can result in an error
of more than 1 % points in achieving the target
MC during in-bin natural air/low temperature
grain conditioning.

Incorporation of EMC relationships into
OPIGIMAC

The results from these EMC experiments
showed that the EMC relationships differ between
different varieties of the same grain type. Variety-
specific EMC relationships are very important to

Table 1. The standard error of estimate values (S.E.) and residual sum of squares (RSS) for the predicted
EMC/ERH values (adsorption and desorption) using three isotherm equations.

Isotherm Equation Sorption Process S.E. RSS

Modified Henderson Desorption 1.08 122.38
Modified Chung-Pfost 0.83 72.65
Modified Oswin 0.80 67.35
Modified Henderson Adsorption 2.10 580.48
Modified Chung-Pfost 1.36 242.53
Modified Oswin 0.86 96.84

Table 2. The standard error of estimate (S.E.) values for three isotherm equations from ASAE Standard
D245.5.

Isotherm Equation S.E.

Modified Henderson 2.99
Modified Chung-Pfost 2.55
Modified Oswin 1.09
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condition grain to the target MC accurately during
in-bin natural air/low temperature drying. The
adsorption and desorption EMC relationships also
differ from each other for a specific grain variety
and should be taken into account during the grain
conditioning process. The adsorption curve
should be used to rewet over-dried grain and the
desorption curve should be used to dry grain to
the desired MC. However, under real conditions,
the bottom layers in the grain bin (and all grain
layers over a longer period of time) go through a
series of drying and rewetting cycles. Hence, it is
important to measure or predict the MC of the
grain in different layers during the conditioning
process, so the correct desorption/adsorption
curve can be applied for controlling the fans and/
or heaters automatically.

Additionally, there is a lack of a reliable real-
time measurement technology for MC inside the
grain mass besides intermittent deep bin probing.
The MC in different grain layers can be predicted
using mathematical models. The Purdue University
Post-Harvest Aeration and Storage Simulation
Tool – Finite Difference Model (PHAST-FDM)
is a validated grain conditioning model (Bartosik
and Maier, 2002) that predicts the MC during
the conditioning process. The PHAST-FDM
model will be incorporated into OPIsystems’
OPIGIMAC program, which is a highly advanced
PC-based automatic control program for grain
conditioning and storage. The grain MC in
different layers will be predicted based on the
PHAST-FDM model so that the correct EMC
relationships can be selected and the set-points
can be adjusted automatically to condition the
grain accurately and efficiently.

Conclusions

Both adsorption and desorption set of
experiments were carried out for three popcorn
grain varieties to obtain accurate EMC
relationships. Three isotherm equations (Modified
Henderson, Modified Chung-Pfost, and Modified
Oswin) from the ASAE Standard were compared
based on their ability to fit the experimental data

for a specific popcorn variety. The EMC
relationships developed were incorporated into
OPIsystems’ PC-based automatic monitoring and
control program, OPIGIMAC. The following
conclusions were drawn from this research
project:

1. The EMC relationships were different for
the adsorption and desorption processes for a
specific popcorn variety.  Specifically, the ERH
values during the adsorption process were higher
than the values during desorption for the same
MC and temperature values.

2. The EMC relationships were significantly
different for the three popcorn varieties tested.
Therefore, EMC characterization is necessary for
each specific grain variety to achieve accurate
results during natural air/low temperature in-bin
grain conditioning.

3. The adsorption and desorption EMC
relationships for Popcorn Variety 1 were
significantly different from the EMC relationships
provided in ASAE Standard D245.5. This
difference can result in an error of more than 1 %
points in achieving the target MC during in-bin
grain conditioning.

4. The Modified Oswin equation was found
to be the most appropriate model to describe the
adsorption and desorption EMC isotherm
equations for the popcorn grain.

5. The incorporation of variety-specific EMC
relationships for both the adsorption and
desorption processes into OPIGIMAC will
improve the accuracy and efficiency of this PC-
based automatic control program during in-bin
grain conditioning operations.
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